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### Title:
**People of the Philippines v. Conway B. Omaweng**

### Facts:
On September 12, 1988, in Dantay, Bontoc, Mountain Province, Conway B. Omaweng was
involved  in  an  incident  that  led  to  his  indictment  under  Section  4,  Article  II  of  the
Dangerous Drugs Act of 1972 (Republic Act No. 6425), as amended. The initial criminal
complaint was filed with the Municipal Trial Court of Bontoc following Omaweng’s failure to
submit counter-affidavits, resulting in a waiver of his right to a preliminary investigation.
Probable cause was found, and the case was elevated to the Regional Trial Court with
Criminal Case No. 713 filed by the Office of the Provincial Fiscal of Mountain Province.

During the trial, the prosecution presented four witnesses, while Omaweng countered with
portions of a joint clarificatory statement from two of these witnesses. His plea was not
guilty.  Subsequently,  the  trial  court  convicted  Omaweng,  sentencing  him  to  life
imprisonment  with  a  fine,  and ordered the  forfeiture  and destruction  of  the  drugs  in
question. Omaweng appealed, citing insufficiency of evidence, a misunderstanding of the
possession of the drugs, and a violation of his rights against unreasonable searches.

### Issues:
1. Whether the evidence was sufficient to prove Omaweng’s guilt beyond reasonable doubt.
2. The relevance of the owner’s identity of the prohibited drug found in Omaweng’s vehicle.
3.  The  admissibility  of  evidence  obtained  through  what  Omaweng  claimed  was  an
unconstitutional search.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court upheld the trial court’s decision, addressing the issues as follows:
– **Ownership Irrelevance:** The Court clarified that Section 4, Article II of the Dangerous
Drugs Act of 1972 does not necessitate ownership of the prohibited drug for someone to be
criminally liable; it’s the act of transporting without authorization that’s penalized.
– **Evidence Sufficiency:** The circumstances demonstrated Omaweng’s knowledge and
control  over  the prohibited substances,  establishing his  guilt  beyond reasonable  doubt
through circumstantial evidence.
– **Search and Seizure:** The Supreme Court rejected the unreasonable search and seizure
claim, noting Omaweng had voluntarily consented to the search of his vehicle and the bag
containing the drugs, validating the seizure.
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### Doctrine:
This case reiterated the principle that the voluntary consent to a search constitutes a waiver
of the constitutional right against unreasonable searches and seizures. It also emphasized
that, in drug transportation charges under the Dangerous Drugs Act of 1972, as amended,
ownership of the drugs is immaterial; the act of unauthorized transportation is the offense.

### Class Notes:
– **Ownership vs. Transportation:** In drug-related offenses, the important factor is the
commission of the act (e.g., transporting), not the ownership of the drugs.
– **Circumstantial Evidence:** A combination of circumstantial evidence can establish guilt
beyond reasonable doubt if it leads to a logical and reasonable conclusion of guilt.
– **Voluntary Consent:** Voluntary consent to search negates the claim of violation against
unreasonable search and seizure.
– **Relevant Statutes & Rules:**
– **Section 4, Article II of R.A. No. 6425**: Defines and penalizes the unauthorized sale,
administration, delivery, distribution, and transportation of prohibited drugs.
– **Section 2 (m) of R.A. No. 6425**: Definition of a pusher.
– **Rules of Court, Section 4, Rule 133**: Governs the evaluation of circumstantial evidence.

### Historical Background:
This case occurred against the backdrop of stringent anti-narcotic laws in the Philippines.
The Dangerous Drugs Act of 1972, heavily amended in the subsequent decades, represents
the government’s aggressive approach to curbing drug abuse and trafficking. The decision
underscores the judiciary’s role in interpreting these laws, especially in scenarios involving
rights to privacy and due legal process amidst the war against illegal drugs.


